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15/04/2023 

To 

Advocate Anant Malik 

Anantam Legal  

Gurugram  

 

From  

Sukash Chandrashekhar  

Jail-13, Mandoli  

New Delhi 

Sub: Authorisation of Press Statement 

Dear Sir,  

Kindly requesting and authorising you to do a press release of the attached 5-page 

press statement through our PR team without any delay, as this is a reply to few 

queries raised and response given by concern parties.  

I hereby request and authorize you for the same without any delay.  

 

Thanking you  

 

Respectfully  

 

(SUKASH CHANDRASHEKHAR) 
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Released Through: 

Advocate Anant Malik,  

Anantam Legal  
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From  

Sukash Chandrashekhar  

Jail-13, Mandoli,  

New Delhi  

Sub: PAGE PRESS STATEMENT 5 PAGE 

15/04/2023 

Dear Kejriwalji,  

Kavita Akka,  

   This is to bring to everyone’s notice in regard to the chats 

released by my legal team after serving to Investigation Agencies 2 days ago. I 

have noticed that there were queries and doubts and mainly responses, which I 

would like to clear, out all doubt, queries and even give my reaction for the 

response. Hereby I am mentioning the same point wise below: 

1. The chat screenshots which were released as seen are of mine along with 

TRS MLC K. Kavita and the numbers saved on my phone of Kavita Akka 

are + 91-6209999999, +91-8985699999, and chats were of these numbers, 

and I have even shared a screenshot along with my contact list of the phone, 

which shows the same. As News Channels were raising questions to which 



numbers were used to chat with, as the screenshot only showed, Kavita 

Akka TRS, but I have very well given the screenshot of the numbers and 

contact saved which shows very clearly.  

2. The second chat with number shown +919810154102 is the personal 

mobile number of Satyender Jain and the screenshot of the chat is between 

me and Satyender Jain discussing about delivery of 15 Crore cash to Sister 

HYD @ K. Kavita TRS, and AK Bhai is Arvind Kejriwal.  

3. TRS/ BRS Leaders are saying how Sukesh knows Telugu? – Let me make 

it very clear that my mother tongue is Telugu and Tamil, apart from all the 

other languages I know. From my childhood at home my parents speak in 

Telugu and Tamil, so its my mother tongue. So, these silly things are being 

made up only to divert from the main issue by the TRS Leaders.  

4. The question of how Sukesh could access these chats from jail? Let me 

make it very clear these chats are 2 of 703, and there are voice chats, photos, 

videos also, and they are very much in possession of my team, so on the 

basis of my instructions and the Investigation Agencies’ request, my team 

outside will handover all the evidence to the concern.  

5. It’s a very expected and a standard response given by Kavita Akka, that all 

chats are not true and she saying she does not know Sukesh and economical 

offenders etc but let me answer this too. Instead of giving these standard 

dialogues have the guts/ dum to ask for a detailed investigation on the chats 

by ED/ CBI, if you’re truthful, let then Court and law decide if the chats 

are real or false, I have that’s why also annexed affidavit 65B Evidence 

Act, authorised by Hon’ble Court along with all the screenshots of chats, 

so kindly Kavita Akka read 65B Act, before commenting on anything.  

I always have and still will term K. Kavita and Kavita Akka, because I have 

always respected her as my elder sister, but sometimes in the interest of 

people at large and this country, you tend to speak the truth or betray your 

own of exposing their real side, in the interest of truth.  



Question * Everyone wonders why I am doing this now? 

A) Is it because someone politically is making me, do it? 

B) Is it because I am seeking favour to get my cases done in my 

favour? 

Answer- No, none above, the truth is, as stated before, as I am contesting 

elections Lok Sabha next year, I feel, I want to come out clean, remove all 

these dirty secrets, burden of these people from my mind, heart. Before I 

start working for the people, or before I start asking for their mandate by 

voting for me. So, I am disclosing all these things on my own and not for 

any undue benefits as anyone thinks, or says, from anyone.  

6. K. Kavita Akka calling me Economical Offender, saying she does not 

know me etc – firstly, there are many cases faced by her family, and now 

she herself is in the middle of investigation, so what more can I say, 

secondly she obviously will not accept the truth of all that I am putting out, 

but I can assure not for long as the law is stronger than everyone and surely 

everything will be proved and will be answerable to law, no matter what 

gimics or diversions, she or any of her associates try. One has to always 

know when you spit up towards the sky. Remember it will fall back on 

your face, so whatever you and your associates try talking about me, a 

strong answer will be given back by exposing everyone to the T, no matter 

what.  

7. Kerjiwalji now that as told before your time has come to be welcomed to 

Tihar club, all the truth will be out starting with you being summoned to 

investigation by CBI. Truth will always prevail. Next screenshots will be 

of yours and mine, facetime call we had after delivery of 15 Crores to K. 

Kavita, so coming soon, be ready. After that will be second episode of 

screenshots of chats between you, me and Satyender Jain where amounts 

of Rs 7.5 Crores and 11.25 Crores which was sent to Goa, and the famous 



10 Rupee 70 Km, you suggested. So Kejriwalji be prepared with your 

diversion tactics.  

8. Finally, I suggest Kejriwalji and Kavita Akka please have the guts to 

welcome a detailed investigation by ED/ CBI on all the chats and details 

given by me instead to giving silly responses on twitter, which looks very 

old school and amateur, I expect better of you guys. And also remember 

trying to brush away things calling me conman, thug, economical offender, 

will not make any change as you guys too are offenders under investigation, 

and your application is not needed as, If I am all those names, you guys are 

calling me, where was all that till last 2 years back when you all were using 

me for your benefits? So now its time you get back.  

No matter what, I want bow down or will back out, you know me well.  

So, see you all soon at Tihar Club Inc. and have shame to welcome 

investigation.  

 

Thanking You  

 

Respectfully  

 

(SUKASH CHANDRASHEKHAR) 
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Kavita Akka TRS 

Call Text Setup 

Contact info 

+9162099 99999 

Mobile 

+91 89856 99999 . [§1 
Horne 

Message +91 6209 999 999 . 

Voice call +91 6209 999 999 

Video call +91 6209 999 999 

:• Message +91 62099 99999 

• . . Signal Call +9162099 99999 


